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Instructions for using the garden oven 
 

 

It is not necessary to heat up the oven in any special way before the first use.  

Use solely hard, well dried wood; within beech or oak wood are the best possibilities. The 

maximal damp should be about 20%. In case of the wood of lower quality it will take longer 

to heat up and the oven will produce lot of smoke.  

 

In the front part of the oven – just near to the chimney – stand a small pyramid of 

kindling. Light this pyramid. In this part the damp and the oven-door should be open (only 

in case of wind close the door and let the air regulation open).  

 

For heating up use a firm fire-lightener (never use a liquid fire-lightener). After fire starts 

add 1 or 2 logs and let to heat up. This process should not take longer than 15 minutes. 

After that push the fire backwards of the oven, be careful about to not ruin the pyramid of 

wood. Do not let the fire in front of the oven for a longer time, damage can occur on 

doors (peeling the paint) and on plastic holder of a dumper. Once it flames up, sweep the 

fire to the back wall of the oven. Add few logs if necessary. Do not dismantle unnecessarily 

large fire, that would blazed up to the door and the chimney.                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                           

 

Now add 2 or 3 logs. You can put the logs on a rake, than add it in the oven, or add it 

manually. You can also adjust the fire with the rake. The fire should not be huge. It should 

burn at the back of the oven, its flames should reach maximally to the half of arch inside 

of the oven. Close the door; open the air regulation because the fire needs enough air for 

burning. In case of need add more logs of wood.  

 

The oven reaches 200°C in about 45 minutes, 300°C in about 75 minutes. In case of 

unfavourable weather or if you use wood of bad quality the process of heating up could take 

longer (temperatures under 15°C). If you had use the oven the day before, the process of 

heating up can get shorter.  

 

If you want the fire get burn, the chimney damper and also the air regulation must be 

opened. With more experience you will understand how much you need regulate the air 

input. The most dishes can be prepared at fire or at embers, do not remember to turn a 

plate with the dish. It is recommended to prepare the bakery products after cleaning up the 

ember (during preparing also turn food around to bake food equally – the refractory 

shapes are able to keep more heat on the spot where the flame were placed and it takes 

about an hour to temperature to flatten over the oven). We also recommend putting the 

pan used for preparing meat or bread preparation on a grate with tray, the pan should not 

lie on the oven bottom (you can use the grate from our offer).   

If you do not need the fire in the oven but you want to bake for a long time, for example 

long roasted meat, prepare any bakery products or dry fruits and herbs, close the chimney 

damper and close also the air regulation.  
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If there is a adequately large burning fire in the oven – it means glowing wood and a 

flaming flame, the temperature inside is 10 – 20 % higher than the temperature of 

refractory shapes where a thermometer measures the temperature with the bottom 

stem. During heating up the temperature can be more different because the shaped bricks 

have not accumulated enough warm. On the other hand, if the fire put out the 

temperature inside will be 10 – 20 % lower than the temperature of the refractory 

shapes. For find out the specific temperature use the thermometer from our offer.  

 

Never put a big log in the fire that puts out or on glowing wood, the oven would make a 

lot of smoke. Use better some spills or the fire-lightener and after heating up put a log.  

To get the temperature higher put some logs in the oven, to get the temperature lower 

open the chimney dumper and open the door. Be careful with heating – if you overheat 

the oven you will have to wait even more than an hour (in case of baking during the whole 

day even more than one hour) to get the temperature low. The refractory shapes have 

extremely accumulating qualities.  

 

The time of keeping the oven warm can differ; it depends how long you used the oven and 

which temperature there was in the oven. For example, did you heat up the oven for 

200°C and after reaching the temperature stopped with stoking, the temperature falls 

faster, during an hour even of 50°C. On the other hand, have you been heating for 3 – 4 

hours and then by temperature of 200°C stopped with stoking up, close the chimney 

dumper and the door regulation, the temperature will not fall during the first hour, 

after that it falls about 10°C in every hour. It depends on the air temperature again.  
 

Example:  
April. The temperature is about 20 - 25°C, oven was heat up and baked on during the 

whole day from 10 to 19 o´clock, the temperature was between 200 and 300°C. It 

needed 18kg wood. At 18 o´clock it was stopped with stoking, there was the 

temperature about 200°C. The chimney dumper and also the air regulation were closed. 

The next day at 6 o´clock in the morning, after 12 hours, there was the temperature 

about 120°C in the oven, within the temperature outside reached only 3°C (we prepared 3 

pans of meat). At noon, after 18 hours there was still 70°C in the oven and at 8 o´clock 

in the evening, after 26 hours there was still 50°C in the oven (the warm was used for 

drying wood, herbs and mushrooms). This experiment was made with the garden oven Plus 

(Ready). If you enclose the garden oven Basic and insulate it with 10cm thick isolation you 

can improve the time value of about 100%.  

 

 

The using of our garden oven is a very complex activity and only by using it regularly you 

will get an appropriate experience. Everybody makes mistakes so do not be ashamed for 

your first burned meals.  

We wish you many pleasant moments with our oven and many tasty dishes.  

For more information – recipes, photos and videos check our web site:  

www.amphora-lac.com 
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